


The Oracle KM – a dedicated
SaaS Solution Manage your
knowledge base in the cloud

The Oracle KM is backed by a dedicated support
team – 7 days a week Help Desk

 

The Oracle KM is a Computing

Australia solution to all these

problems. We have developed

a natural language SaaS

product that makes it easy

to create and maintain

a knowledge store.

What is The Oracle KM?

A hosted knowledge management system that makes documenting your business a breeze. It is based on questions,

answers and a natural language search that makes it a snap to find what you are looking for. We can even help you

to populate the knowledge by providing a dedicated process specialist to help get you started. If you are struggling

with knowledge retention due to staff turn over, The Oracle TM is a handy solution to building out company

knowledge and making things easy to find later.



The Oracle KM is a Computing Australia solution to all these problems.

We have developed a natural language SaaS product that makes it easy

to create and maintain a knowledge store. You will wonder how you ever

managed without The Oracle.

The Oracle KM is a cost effective solution that returns enormous value for

a reasonable monthly spend. It works hand in hand with other knowledge

stores like SharePoint, Salesforce etc

The Oracle KM is SaaS Enabled

There is nothing to install – we can configure the solution to meet your needs and host it in the cloud

on dedicated, local hosting. We can also brand it with your company colours and logo to help make it

feel like your own tailor-made solution.The system is secure and protected by MFA for peace of mind.

The Oracle KM is a very easy system to use and your staff will find it easy to access information and

makes it easy for them to invest in expanding the knowledge base.

Call Chris on 0438 855 884 or email sales@computingaustralia.group
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